SOFTELEGANCE — DYNAMIC SOFTWARE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

Company:
Founded in 1993, SoftElegance is a custom software development company that has been
providing reliable services for implementation of SaaS systems, sophisticated business
solutions, engineering applications, and business processes automation software.
A variety of companies, ranging from dynamic small and medium to Fortune 500, across
oil and gas, drilling, engineering, and manufacturing industries, use SoftElegance’s software
development outsourcing services.

Expertise:
SoftElegance is an outsourcing company with wide experience to launch sophisticated
SaaS solutions into production. The very first SaaS system for its customer SoftElegance
started to developed in 2005. Since then it was successfully launched several SaaS systems
with ongoing development and support.
Through working on hundreds of projects worldwide, SoftElegance specializes in
sophisticated business software development. After more than 20 years of experience
in custom software development business, the company obtained valuable expertise for
development of high-level software solutions.
SoftElegance is a custom software development company with an experience of successfully
launched business processes automation software, instead of implementing robust ERP
system.
SoftElegance uses fundamental guidelines from Rational Unified Process with its extensions
— RUP for small and medium-size teams, Agile RUP, CMMI best practices, and IBM Institute
for Knowledge Management recommendations to provide complete control over the
finished software product and effectively deliver measurable results.
Over the past two decades, SoftElegance has created software solutions for dozens of clients
on approximately a hundred of projects.

SOFTELEGANCE — dignity. creativity. quality.

Industries:
SoftElegance has deep domain expertise in creating solutions for the oil & gas, drilling,
engineering, retail, human resource management, and manufacturing industries.
Oil and gas operations reporting SaaS solution was developed using SoftElegance dedicated
development team service. More than 10 years ago solution was successfully launched into
production, now becoming a leading SaaS system for the oil and gas industry with ongoing
development and support.
Over the decade SoftElegance provides business processes automation software systems,
custom software solutions, and business applications for the equipment manufacturers,
engineering companies, and heavy industry factories.
The first software project for the customer from retail industry was developed in 1997. Since
then several POS systems and additional sophisticated business software were successfully
launched into production for various retailers.

Technologies:
SoftElegance’s software architects, project managers, developers, business analysts, QA
managers, and testers use the most up-to-date technologies, platforms, and approaches:
Software-as-a-Service, Single-Page Applications;
.NET Framework: ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET Web Forms, WPF, various ORMs, Xamarin;
Service-Oriented Architecture, Messaging and Integration platforms, Enterprise Service Bus,
MapReduce model;
MS SQL Server, BI tools, and NoSQL databases;
Hosting solutions: virtual and dedicated servers, Amazon Web Services, Windows Azure;
HTML5, JavaScript libraries, front-end frameworks, i.e. AngularJS;
Diverse issue tracking, project management, and version control systems.

SOFTELEGANCE — Maturity. Responsibility. Advancement.

Locations:
With clients from the U.S. and the E.U., offices in London, Houston, and development centers
in Eastern Europe, SoftElegance assists customers in delivering innovative software solutions
on a global scale.
SoftElegance offers custom software development service to create new SaaS solution
and Single-Page Application using latest technologies, private cloud infrastructure, and
platforms that unlock the potential of Big Data.
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